Ballot Style Samples
ClearDesign™: Ballot Design Elements

- Precinct ID
- ¼" timing mark spacing enables greater contest density. Saves paper.
- Flexible oval placement left, right or side-by-side
- Card ID / Precinct

Dimensions:
- 14 inches
- 8 ½ inches
General Election – Showing Split Precincts
Primary Election - Showing Party Affiliation Splits

Nonaffiliated

Non-Partisan

Democratic

Republican

Card:298 - Precinct:5106(5106A)

Card:295 - Precinct:5106(5106A)

Card:336 - Precinct:5106(5106A)

Card:337 - Precinct:5106(5106A)
Primary Election – Showing Geographic Splits

Card: 295 - Precinct: 5106(5106A)

City of Gresham Questions or Issues

8 ½ inches

17 inches
Small Format Ballot (2-sided)

Ballots of this size scan at 7,800 cards / hour in landscape mode.
Batch Control Procedures

1. Pre-printed Target Cards and label stock are downloaded and printed as needed from Clear Ballot Group’s web site at [http://clearballot.com/Support/TargetsAndLabels](http://clearballot.com/Support/TargetsAndLabels).

2. The Prep Team prepares an empty storage box with a label that corresponds to the barcode on the Target Card (see #3).

3. A batch of ballots is prepared for scanning by the Prep Team. A barcoded Target Card is placed on the top of the batch and is the first card scanned.

4. After scanning, the Target Card is placed face down in the storage box. Subsequent ballots should be placed in the same order as they come off the scanner. If the cards are known to be out of order, the scanner operator should check the box on the label.

5. Once the box is filled, it is placed in an area for a final check before it is sealed and moved to storage.